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Hop step 2k21 ps4

Here is the full list of Finish Badges in NBA 2K21 Next-Gen: Acrobat: Increases the ability to make layups that have a high degree of difficulty. Punisher Backdown: Increases a player's chances of successfully supporting an opponent. Dream Shake: Increases the chances of a defender biting when making fakes on the pole. Dropstepper: Improves the
player's ability to effectively use dropsteps in ink. Fearless Finisher: Improves the ability to convert contact layups. Giant Slayer: Increases the effectiveness of layoffs on higher defenders. Heat Seeker: Gives an additional boost to acquisition in shots inside. Featured movie: Increases teammates' acquisition meter after dunks. Hook Specialist: Increases the
percentage of post-hook shooting. Lob City Finisher: Improves the chances of completing a successful alley-oop dunk/layup. Post spin technician: Improves the ability of a post spin or drive to work effectively. Posterizer: Improves the likelihood of postponing your opponent. Pro Touch: Gives an additional boost to have a good layup time or aim. Putback
Boss: Increases the percentage of shots while trying a rebound after an offensive rebound. Rise Up: Makes it easy to dive when under the basket. Slithery Finisher: Improves the player's ability to avoid contact when attacking the pre. Loom Dropper: Increases the chance of hitting floats and runners. Next, the finish badges on the NBA 2K21 Current Gen
(PS4, Xbox 1, PC, etc.): Acrobat: Spin, half-spin, hop step, euro-step, cradle, reverse and change shot layup tries to get a significant boost. Punisher Backdown: Allows players to have more success than usual by retreating a defender in the paint. Consistent finisher: Penalties for poorly timed layups are reduced, allowing players to layup more consistently.
Contact Finisher: Slashers that play below the finish bean come into contact more successfully, while dunkers are able to make more contact dives. Cross-key gunner: Increases the ability to make running hooks, layups or pull-ups at close range while driving through the paint. Deep Hooks: Hooks from poles taken away from the basket receive less of a
penalty away than normal. Dropstepper: Allows more success when trying to drop poles and jump ings, as well as better protect the ball, while performing these moves on the pole. Fancy Footwork: Players pass through defenders more efficiently while running euro, cradle, jumping pitch, spin and half round meets. Fastbreak finish: Gives an additional boost
to a player's acquisition meter by successfully diving into a quick break. Giant Hitback: Increases the percentage of throws for a layup attempt when incompatible with a higher defender and reduces the possibility of being blocked. Lob City Finisher: Improves a player's ability to finish with an alley-oop layup or dunk. The shot must be made before the receiver
lands. Pick &amp; Roller: When exiting the pick and roll, a shot boost is applied if the layup or dunk attempt comes within a few seconds of picking up Pass. Pro Touch: Gives an extra boost to shooting by having a little early, a little late or excellent shooting time on layups. Putback Boss: Increases the shooting attributes of a player who attempts a putback
layup or dunk right after getting an offensive rebound. Relentless Finisher: Improves the player's ability to have too much contact by reducing the energy lost when attacking the bearer for contact shots. Showtime: Gives an additional boost to the acquisition meter of a player and his teammates by successfully completing a glitzy e-1 or dunk. Slithery Finish:
Increases the player's ability to slide through traffic and avoid contact during collections and finishes on the edge. Loom dropper: Improves a player's ability to meet floats and runners. NBA 2K21 is here, so it's time for players to make sure they fully understand all their options with the many controls. Here's our complete guide to controls for the newest 2K
basketball sim. Latest News – Shooting HotfixFor some players, no matter how they shot in NBA 2K21, there weren't enough baskets going down (and greening was too hard). SLIGHTLY OFF: It's very hard to hit a pitch in NBA 2K21, most of the time ending a little early or a little late - but this has changed in the hotfix response of shooting, 2K Games
pushed a shooting hotfix less than a week after the release of NBA 2K21, which facilitates the new shooting meter on players playing in lower difficulties, and playing anywhere outside the Neighborhood.You can read about what all came in the NBA 2K21 shooting hotfix update here. Attack controlsHere's everything you need to know for when you have the
ball in hand! Attack on the ball There are two key areas within the attack that you will have to master the NBA 2K21 controls. The first is on the ball. This is used in modes where you are in full team control, such as MyTEAM or Play Now. Action PS4 Controls Xbox One Controls Shoot■ or Right Analogue StickX or Right Analogue StickMove PlayerLeft
Analogue StickPro StickRight Analogue StickRight Analogue StickOn The Fly CoachingD-PadD-PadCall Timeout / Coaches ChallengeTouch PadBack ButtonIcon PassPress R1 and, then choose passPress RB and then choose passOff-Ball OffenseFor modes where you control only one player - like MyCAREER or BlackTop - there is a different set of NBA
2K21 controls for you to learn. Here are the basics: Action PS4 Controls Xbox One Controls Move PlayerLeft Analogue StickLeft StickPro StickPro StickRight Analogue StickRight Analogue StickCall Timeout / Coach's ChallengeTouch PadBack ButtonOn the Fly CoachingD-PadD-PadDefenseLike with the attack, there are two areas of defense for you to
master. Action PS4 Controls Xbox One Controls Move PlayerLeft Analogue StickHands UpRight Analogue StickRight Analogue StickIntentional FoulTouch PadBack ButtonOn the Fly CoachingD-PadD-PadOff-Ball DefenseControls off-ball are very similar to standard defense controls. Here are the main things to know: Action Action Xbox One Controls
Controls Player Left Analogue StickOnball Analogue StealRight Analogue StickRight Analogue StickIntentional FoulTouch PadBack ButtonOn the Fly CoachingD-PadShootingWe covered the basics in terms of attack and defense, but now it's time to jump to the more complex controls nba 2K21. Let's start with the shooting. Action PS4 Controls Xbox One
Controls Jump ShotPress and hold ■ then release. Press and hold Y and then release The FreePress Release and hold ■ then release. Press and hold Y, then release LayupMove and hold the analog stick right up while driving The Movement and hold the analog stick right while driving the baseline. Move and hold the analog stick right while driving along
the baseline. Euro Step LayupDouble tap ■ while driving while holding the left analog stick toward the touch off handDouble touch Y while driving while holding the left analog stick toward the touch off handCradle LayupDouble ■ while driving while holding the left analog stick toward the ball handDouble touch Y while driving while holding the left analog stick
toward the ballhandTwo-Hand DunkR2 + move and hold the right stick up while driving the right ball handle at close range. RT+ move and hold the analog stick right up while driving at close range. Dominant or Off-Hand DunkR2+ move and hold the analog stick right up, left or right at close range. RT + move and hold the analog stick right up, left or right at
close range. Flashy DunkR2+ move and hold the analog stick right down while driving at close range, release to finish dunk. RT+ move and hold the analog stick right down while driving at close range, release to finish the dunk. Hop GatherTap ■ while dribbling with left analog stick diverted. Tap Y while dribbling with left analog stick diverted. Spin GatherHold
R2 + double tap ■Hold RT + double tap YHalf Spin GatherRotate right analog stick in a quarter circle from right up and then hold while driving with the ball in the right handRotate analog stick in a quarter circle from right up and then hold while driving with the ball in the right handStep ThroughAt close, pump fake then press and hold ■At close range, pump
fake, then press and hold YPutbackPress ■ While trying an offensive reboundPress Y while trying an offensive reboundDribblingYou will spend a lot of time with the ball in hand. Knowing how to effectively dribble with NBA 2K21 controls will help you step off your opponent. Here's how. Action PS4 Controls the Xbox One Controls SprintHold R2 and
moveHold RT and moveSignature Size-upMove and hold the analog stick right from a standing dribble. Move and hold the analog stick right up a standing dribble. Signature Park Size-upRepeatedly touch L2 from a support dribble. Touch in LT from a support dribble. Inside and OutMove right stick right right release quickly while dribbling with your right hand.
Move to the right and quickly release while dribbling with your right hand. Hesitation The analog stick right then, releases quickly when dribbling with the right handMove right analog stick, then release quickly when dribbling with the right handMomentum HesitationR2 + move right analog stick, then release quickly when dribbling with the right handRT + right
right analog stick movement, then release quickly when dribbling with the right hand Hesitation EscapeMove and hold the right analog stick while dribbling with the right handMove and hold the right analog stick while dribbling with The right handCrossoverMove right to left analog stick then quickly release while dribbling with the right hand. Move to the right
the analog stick to the left and then release quickly when dribbling with your right hand. Momentum CrossoverR2 + move the analog stick to the left to the right and then quickly release while dribbling with your right hand. R2 + move the analogue stick right up to the left and release quickly while dribbling with your right hand. Crossover EscapeMove and hold
the analog stick right to the left while dribbling with your right handMove and hold the analog stick right to left while dribbling with your right hand Between legs CrossMove right left analog stick and then quickly release when dribbling with your right hand. Move the analog stick right to the left and quickly release while dribbling with your right hand. Momentum
Between Legs CrossR2 + move to the left and quickly release while dribbling with your right hand. RT + move the analog stick right to the left and release quickly while dribbling with your right hand. Between legs EscapeMove and hold the right analog stick to the left while dribbling with your right hand. Move and hold the analog stick right to left while
dribbling with your right hand. Behind the right analog stick BackMove down to the left and then release quickly when dribbling with your right hand. Move the analog stick right down to the left and quickly release while dribbling with your right hand. Momentum Behind the BackR2+ move to the right analog stick down to the left and then release quickly when
dribbling with your right hand. RT + move the analog stick right down to the left and quickly release while dribbling with your right hand. Behind the Back EscapeMove and hold the analog stick right to the left while dribbling with your right hand. Move and hold the analog stick right to left while dribbling with your right hand. StepbackMove analog abarto right
down and then release quickly. Move down and release quickly. Momentum StepbackR2 + move the analog stick right down and release quickly. RT+ move the analog stick right down and release quickly. Rotate the right analog stick on the time and then quickly release while dribbling with your right hand. Turn the right anaemic stick clockwise and quickly
release while dribbling with your right hand. Half spinRotate right analog stick in a quarter circle from right up, then releases quickly when dribbles with your right hand. Rotate the analog stick right into a quarter circle from right up and then release quickly when dribbling with the right right Stop/Stutter L2 while driving for a quick change of speed. Tap LT while
driving for a quick change of speed. Hold Off DefendersHold L2Hold LT PassingThe final area of the three big NBA 2K21 controls you need to master is passing. Action PS4 Controls Xbox One Controls NormalPassPress XPress ABounce PassPress OPress BSkip PassHold X to aim a farthest receiverHold A to aim a receiver farther Fake Pass◗ + The while
standing or driving to the hoopB + Y while standing or driving to hoopJump Pass■ + X while standing or driving to hoopA + X while standing or driving to hoopIcon PassPress R1, then press the desired receiver action buttonPress RB, then press the desired receiver action button Flashy PassDouble tap on ODouble tap B to pass Alley-oopDouble touch
◗Double tap YAlley-oop to SelfDouble touch ◗ + move the left analog stick to the bead. Double-tap Y + move the left analog stick to the bead. Take to the PassPress Basket and hold on to make the selected receiver cut into the basket. Let it go. Press and hold Y to make the selected receiver cut into the basket. Let it go. Full Receiver ControlPress and hold
O to freely move the selected receiver with the left analog stick. Let O go. Press and hold B to freely move the selected receiver with the left analog stick. Drop B to pass. Tap PassPress X before the starting receiver receives the ball. Use the left stick to select the second receiver. Press A before the starting receiver catches the ball. Use the left stick to select
the second receiver. Pro Stick PassPress and hold R1+ move the analog stick right in the desired pass direction. Press and hold RB + move the right analog stick in the desired pass direction. Give and GoPress and hold X until the receiver picks up the ball. Keep X stuck and use left analog stick to move the initial passerby. Release X to retrieve the ball.
Press and hold A until the receiver picks up the ball. Keep A stuck and use left analog stick to move the initial passerby. Release A to get the ball back. Rolling InboundPress ◗ during baseline entries when no defenders are present. Press Y during baseline inputs when there are no defenders. Present.
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